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The bachelor’s thesis titled the “Case Study of Treatment of a Patient after Rheumatoid Arthritis“ is written on 131 pages, using 31 bibliographic sources.

Structure of the paper: The paper is structured as a standard bachelor’s thesis, the structure is acceptable for a thesis paper dealing with this particular topic.

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to present and discuss - in the special part case study by patient with the diagnosis „Rheumatoid arthritis“ and in the theoretical part to describe theoretical background of the rheumatoid arthritis and treatment possibilities.

Theoretical part (general part) is very short (24 pages, which includes a lot of pictures), just describing very basic theoretical issues. It is based also on a low number of references.

In the special part student demonstrated a case study, which includes methodology, history, initial examination with conclusion, therapy proposals – short- and long-term plan, and description of daily procedures by patient, and finaly - final kinesiologic examination with conclusion of the progress of the therapy, as well as prognosis. In the context of the objectives of the paper, the methods used can be considered as adequate.

Graphic standard of thesis I evaluated on very low level – disorderliness in text, big spaces, etc.

Conclusion:

Despite the objections stated above, I note that the writer of the bachelor’s thesis demonstrated capability of dealing with the issue at hand. The submitted paper complies with the requirements applicable on a standard basis to bachelors’s thesis and therefore I recommend the paper to be admitted for defence and I propose a mark of good.

Question for defence: Which therapeutical procedure was most effective by your patient?
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